"The original NRC Pattern
Book has been one of the
most valuable DX aids I've
ever had, so I'm wasting
no time in ordering the
new edition. If the DAY
book were available, I'd
have bought that too!"
(Bill Hardy, WA)

ON THE INSIDE...........
Latest NRC Domestic Log Updater - Ron Musco
Radio Bible Class NW Station List - typed by Glenn Cooper
1976 Convention News - "Pat" Martlare
Errata/Corrections to the Worcester Receiver article - Joe Worcester
Captain Glotz.......

NEW MEMBERS
* Mike Whelan, 1654 Bathurst St., Apt. 401, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA M5P 3J9
* Louis N. Poda, 395 Kline St., Akron, OH 44311
* Paul Harle, 2505 Pennsylvania, Dubuque, IA 52001
* John L. House, P.O. Drawer N, Bowie, MD 20715 (re-joins)
* Mike McKenna, Box 426D RD #1, Hockessin, DE 19707
* Michael L. Hogan, 4811 Euclid Ave., E. Chicago, IN 46312

RENEWALS

FLASH TIPS & SUCHLIKE
1/26 : WGON-860 hrd by Hansch, Schmidt, Merriman; WQBX-710 hrd by Hansch, Schmidt, Merriman; WJJJ-1260 wasn't on per Schmidt. WR18-1220 hrd by Schmidt, Hansch. 1/23 : WSOC-740 hrd by Hansch, 2/21 KPIA-1480 hrd by Merriman.

NOTES &c FROM NJPC
We wish to acknowledge the receipt of ham info from Mark Connelley in Mass. His call is WA1ION, and holds an Extra class license. He operates mostly 75 meters AM & SSB.

Mark also advises that he has "spectrum analysis" charts of Daytime DX available from several locations. He is interested in forming an exchange of this type of info to reduce duplication of effort. He has the following available for an SASE plus an IRC or two 13¢ stamps (an IRC is what, 46 now, hi) for duplicating costs:

  Shag Harbour, N.S.     Eastern Point, Gloucester, MA
  Sakonnet Point, RI     First Cliff, Scituate, MA
  Montauk Pt., L.I., NY   Dennisport/W. Dennis, MA
  Brigantine, NJ         Millis/Bedfield, MA
  Norwood/Canton, MA     Wayland/Sudbury, MA.

He is interested in receiving them from:

  Cape Race, NF
  Key West, FL
  Cape Hatteras, NC
  Bermuda, Azores, Malta

His address is 47 Lakewood Dr., Sudbury, MA 01776. After 4/15, at 7 Trowbridge W. Yarmouth, MA 02673.
international dx digest

**Phone 703-364-2136 Before 2200 EST "All Times Are GMT "Deadlines Are Friday"**

Another rather slim column—I guess everyone has given up or conix are just poor. Here we have what . . .

New stations, changes, skeds, etc. . . .

**ALASKA** Long Island, Valley Radio Corp. has applied for a new station at Long Island on 1150 kHz with 5000 W. (Broadcasting)

**JORDAIN** There is reportedly a new station on the air from the A\Jum region with 1200 kw. Rep came on only on 10/29/75, no frequency given. (MWO)

**Puerto Rico** WQBN 1160 khs, Barcelona has been granted a CP to go to 1000 W. (80)

**Sri Lanka** Trans World Radio has been given permission to construct a new MW station to serve the Indian Ocean area. No frequency given. (MWO)

Now, what's been heard . . .

**56GA** - COSTA RICA TICAL Caragio w/male SS vocal, 0435, 1/19, fair. (Conelly)

500 - UNID Carrier detect w/BPO 1/19, 0450. No idea what it is. Please help. (Green) * This is likely a beacon. (ES) (/Hayes)

500 - COLOMBIA RUND Bogota, this tentatively hrd at 2335 on 1/19, causing a severe low het. R. Musica, Colombia ID hrd, this doesn't correspond w/call in WRTH. (/Hayes)

575 - COSTA RICA TWIN San Jose w/B. Both ID and cuckoo clock sound cutting thru the slop at 0415 on 1/19. (Conelly)

**625** - COSTA RICA TWIN San Jose in w/weak sig on 1/26 at 0115. Omega ID w/EL mx. (Hayes) * w/brassy disco-rock mx, "Omego" said o/it at 0430, 1/19; shopped by WPO. (Connolly)

640 - DUBA CRQ 8. Liberation, 1/19, 0445, easy listening mx, SS. (Green)

500 - BRASIL SALVADOR R. Salvador, San Salvador 1/19, 0640, cl mx. Creating high pitched het w/WM. (Green) * At good level w/march on s/off 0400, 1/19. (Connolly) Someone has to be wrong here unless they signed off at 0400 and the signed back on. (/ES)

**660** - MEXICO R. Uno 1/19, 0438, SS ID and spot, EE mx. (Green)

**700** - DUBA/VENINCEBA Cuba w/male SS talk and long pauses w/YVL cl mx; WNAQ way below both, 0425, 1/19. Cuba shut YVL (no others noted) w/R. Progress ID and male SS vocals at 0400, 1/20. (Connolly)

**VENINCEBA** YVL Caracas, this in like a tona of bricks on 1/26 at 0012. Had ad for General Electric, mx is American popes. (Hayes)

680 - DULCIMA NJOJ Zambrano, atop domesticas on 1/15 at 0500. R. Nacional ID and had march mx. (Hayes)

700 - COLOMBIA RUCK Call, beautiful sig w/WM null. Dutatenza ID 0012 on 1/25.

718 - PORTUGAL Norte strong w/time tones, then IS consisting of medioeval-type mx, then man in PF; 2200, 1/19. Mixing w/Tunisia, 2237, 1/24. (Connolly)

750 - SPAIN Gacera good w/apparent mx in SS, 2240, 1/19. Again noted, 2nd strongest TA (8187) on 1/23, at 0500; man in SS. (Connolly)

**775** - COSTA RICA R. Uno strong w/disco-rock, 0435, 1/19. (Connolly)

**785** - BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS/GBR/GBR atop Cuba w/BBIO discussion program, 2252, 1/29; no trace of WMO. Cuban rising atop by 2256; both badly hatted by Portugal-782.

**800** - MEXICO YNEX, 1/19, 0425, ID as X Rock 80, hard rock HM mx. Fair, trading places w/WXR. (Green)

**NETHERLANDS ANTILLES** FV Bonnaire, 1/19,0425, at 0430 ending World Religious mx program and ID, then the Old Time Gospel Hour. (Green)
818 -MOROCCO Rabat potent, the strongest TA noted in a low-band, southerly path TA opening. Man in a clipped variety of AA, similar to the Dakar dialect, 0520, 1720. Noted again, alone on freq. loud w/chanting and flute and violin accompaniment, 2235, 1720. (Connelly)

827 -UNIDDS AA program at fair level in low-band opening, 0445, 1720. Morocco has supposedly ceased operations here; furthermore, pmsg did not seem to be //818 or 935. AA program subject is also being stopped at 1345 and another site: SAs of approx. 0.6 and 4 Hz present, 2330 on 1720. A potent GC noted here in good Iberian/North African opening, 0515, 1720. (Connelly) Strongly suspect the AA here is the Moroccan. The report that mentioned this signal said they were no longer carrying the A Program. I suspected the Russians were behind the program.

830 -VENEZUELA YVLT Los Teques, in well on 1720 at 0130 w/R. Sensacion IDs after each song. (/Hayes)

834 -BELIZE R. Belize, 1720, 0530, SS mm and ncr. Veaty steady SF meter reading.

850 -MEXICO XEMR Durango, Chih., 1720 1225-1325 in SS holding freq w/1kHz vocals, call letter IDs and mentions of Zacatecas, Coca Cola and Casino spots. XA no butter. Possibly Lobel's sum on 1/2 issue. (Wright) (/Connelly)

850 -ALGERIA (Tentative) Muffled FP (male ncr) atop W5A and an LA, 2300, 1720.

855 -UNID (Tentative) Per GFN tip, I checked this channel and turned up bouncy Alpine-style accordion mx, poor to fair in bad QRM spot. 0220, 1720. GFN tip suggests the Italian, although a Peruvian was first suspected. (/Connelly)

920 -MOROCCO Agadir at good level w/AA chanting, heard on GFN and W5H, on 2280 on 1720. (/Connelly)

940 -MEXICO XEFV, 1720, 0420, ID xas R. Rancherito? Pegging my meter. SS and SC music. (Green)

945 -UNID I was receiving a snr calling itself Radio T-2 - w/SS and mx, w/one mention of Colombia and many ads. The reception was good, good hot too. (What the hell could possibly be good about a hot? ED) Have any ideas? (/Green)

960 -HOLLAND Lopik 2 at 2250 on 1720, easy listening program, ID at 2250 in NV. GFN from EMT. (/Wooten)

1000 -UNID LA Rapid-fire SS talk by man, 2 note doorbell type chime noted, on 1720 at 2320 w/1kHz wall w/QRM. (/Connelly)

1025 -VENEZUELA VVRs totally dominant w/ads in SS, jingles mentioning "Margarita" 2320, 1720. (Connelly)

1025 -AUSTRIA (?) Kronstorf 1 (?) 2250 on 1720, easy listening mx. Woman at 2300 in IG. SS program is for Italians. GFN EBF. (/Wooten)

1040 -MEXICO R. Centro, 1914, 0420, in SS, mx and ads in SS. (Green)

1040 -IRAQ Babylon on 1720 at 2304, news, ID; chans, xoff at 2319 in AA. This is my 38th country. (/Wooten)

1060 -MEXICO HJGJ Bogota had on 1720 at 0655 w/1 kHz mx. Many Caracol mentions and a Super IB had. Also another SS stn here. (/Hayes) It seems strange that HJGJ would be mentioning Caracol, since they are the main stn for the rival Super net. You sure the Caracol mentions weren't on Tropical? (ED)

1060 -UNID Colombia likely. Man yelling in SS w/1 kHz, nothing resembling an ID after several minutes of listening, 0100, 1720. (Wooten)

1070 -COLOMBIA HJGJ Bogota, a tentative logging here on 1720 at 0600. SN had up-tempo mx and sensationalist type format in that arc noted excitedly. Causing a low rough het on the freq. (/Hayes)

1110 -MOROCCO Quarzazate potent and dominant w/flute mx and female AA vocal; approx 1.3 kHz xas HJGJ noted, 2355, 1720. (/Connelly)

1120 -VENEZUELA YMF Maracaybo like a solo, alone on channel, w/ID "Ondas de La Florida" electronic mx in background; then mx xoff "El Reportero", 0200, 1720. (Connelly)

1130 -DOMINICAN REPUBLIC (Tentative) ID w/referenced "Numero Uno en Calidad - Primera Sistema 'Ampliphase'" then "en Republica Dominicana". Atos aurora encoded WQSM, 0100, 1720. (/Connelly)

1175 -UNID LA 'Solitario' by karen Carpenter then SS talk, ad or ID which sounded like "Viva la la la la, la la, la, la, la la la, la, la, la" then "El" shouted over popous sounding snr mx, then slow SS male vocal, good signal strength, at 0125 on 1720. (/Connelly)

1187 -INTERNATIONAL WATERS R. Caroline on 1720 at 1800 to past 2220, rock, ads, jingles in EE. Good signal. (/Wooten)

1435 -Netherlands ANTILLES R. Neltrop compatible w/SS woman, then "Fame" by David Bowie, 0040, 1720. (Connelly)

The reporters for this issue.....
Mark CONNELLY - Sudbury, Massachusetts 01904A, 2 phase 1200' beverages George GREEN - Boston, Texas DX-100, 19' linearwire
Charlie WOOTEN - Somewhere in Europe (Sardinia, I think) R530, Sanserino loop, I-W
Neil ZANK - Lincoln, Nebraska HQ-160, SM-1
Some comment from Mark Connelly on the Frequency Allocations thing: "The frequency reorganization schemes recently discussed - I feel that either 5 or 10 kHz spacing be instituted worldwide w/European/African/Asian stns separated from North/South American stns by half the channel spacing adopted: 10 kHz: 1.0 MHz, 100 kHz; 750, 755, etc. This is best from a DX standpoint and from a GFN standpoint: the het will be of a high enough frequency not to be deleterious to domestic reception.
Thats it. See you in 7. 73 DX Report.

---

"The Central Interior Radio Network"
Western Canada's Largest Private Radio Network

PRIME COVERAGE AREAS OF:
CJCI Prince George
10,000 watts 620 kHz
CIVH Vanderhoof
1,000 watts 1340 kHz
CFLD Burns Lake
1,000 watts 1400 kHz
CFBV Smithers
1,000 watts 1230 kHz

and local satellite transmitters at
Hazelton, CBKV - 1490 kHz
Houston, CHV - 1450 kHz
Grande, CHRL - 1480 kHz
Frasier Lake, CIFL - 1450 kHz
Fort St. James, CFJF - 1480 kHz

---
OK group, right to it!!

1010 PA Lewisburg sees 250 watt days, facilities of deleted WUKO
1150 AK Long Island sees 5,000 watts unlimited--non-DA
1400 FL FL. Pierce sees 1,000 days/ 250 watt night--non-DA
1440 OH Ontario sees 1,000 watts non-DA days
950 WLIT OH granted increase in power to 1,000 watts
1160 WBQN PR granted increase in power to 1,000 watts... DA-2
1530 WYPC PA Shippensburg authorized pgm. authority w/ 1K day & 250 CH
1540 WOOG NC Whiteville authorized pgm. authority w/ 1,000 watts days
1540 "CP" AL Alexander City granted application for 1,000 watts days

CE Applications:
6:00 KFDB UT seeks increase day power to 500 watts
10:00 WHIR MI seeks 5,000 watts days, & 2500 watts CH
10:00 WYCV FL seeks increase day power to 50 KW
10:00 K520 TX seeks increase in power to 2,500W change freq. to 1100KHz
11:00 WIXC IN seeks increase in power to 5KW days, & 2,5KW CH.
12:00 K520 WA seeks add 5KW DA-N during hours of K520 operation.

Fines:
1570 KFDB MD Fined $1,500 for operating w/ excessive power during PDA hours.
9:00 WDBJ TX Fined $1,400 for excessive power & other things.

Now to changes & stuff, reported by members...
6:00 KNBR CA now is "Disco" format 0000-0500 (PM)
9:40 WYLD LA now is "All Disco" format (PM)
8:00 CHIC PQ carries the "WHA Quebec Nordiques" hockey stunt (BW)
10:00 WCML FL east of WQJL using this call 1/16, promos 24 hr. FM "Q-999" (BW)
1:15 CKFJ OH carries "NHM Toronto Maple Leafs" games (BW)
1:15 KGZQ OH noted Eting @ 1000-1500 on 1/25-25 & 26, mostly OC, some ID's. (JW)
11:00 WDBJ TX Anig w/ WR, started 1/15...(NZ)

Radio Changes:
1170 KFDB ND to 5/1/76
11:00 KHAM NV jumps to 7/31/76
11:00 WDBJ TX to 7/6/76
11:00 WDBJ TX to 7/12/76
1120 K520 NY to 7/14/76

APLICATIONS:
1000 WHIR MI seeks increase day power to 500 watts
1060 WHIR MI seeks 5,000 watts days, & 2500 watts CH
1060 WYCV FL seeks increase day power to 50KW
1050 K520 TX seeks increase in power to 2,5KW change freq. to 1100KHz
1140 WIXC IN seeks increase in power to 5KW days, & 2,5KW CH.
1250 KYAC WA seeks add 5KW DA-N during hours of K520 operation.

Fines:
1570 KFDB MD Fined $1,500 for operating w/ excessive power during PDA hours.
9:00 WDBJ TX Fined $1,400 for excessive power & other things.

Now to changes & stuff, reported by members...
6:00 KNBR CA now is "Disco" format 0000-0500 (PM)
9:40 WYLD LA now is "All Disco" format (PM)
8:00 CHIC PQ carries the "WHA Quebec Nordiques" hockey stunt (BW)
10:00 WCML FL east of WQJL using this call 1/16, promos 24 hr. FM "Q-999" (BW)
1:15 CKFJ OH carries "NHM Toronto Maple Leafs" games (BW)
1:15 KGZQ OH noted Eting @ 1000-1500 on 1/25-25 & 26, mostly OC, some ID's. (JW)
11:00 WDBJ TX Anig w/ WR, started 1/15...(NZ)

Radio Changes:
1170 KFDB ND to 5/1/76
11:00 KHAM NV jumps to 7/31/76
11:00 WDBJ TX to 7/6/76
11:00 WDBJ TX to 7/12/76
1120 K520 NY to 7/14/76

APLICATIONS:
1000 WHIR MI seeks increase day power to 500 watts
1060 WHIR MI seeks 5,000 watts days, & 2500 watts CH
1060 WYCV FL seeks increase day power to 50KW
1050 K520 TX seeks increase in power to 2,5KW change freq. to 1100KHz
1140 WIXC IN seeks increase in power to 5KW days, & 2,5KW CH.
1250 KYAC WA seeks add 5KW DA-N during hours of K520 operation.

Fines:
1570 KFDB MD Fined $1,500 for operating w/ excessive power during PDA hours.
9:00 WDBJ TX Fined $1,400 for excessive power & other things.

Now to changes & stuff, reported by members...
6:00 KNBR CA now is "Disco" format 0000-0500 (PM)
9:40 WYLD LA now is "All Disco" format (PM)
8:00 CHIC PQ carries the "WHA Quebec Nordiques" hockey stunt (BW)
10:00 WCML FL east of WQJL using this call 1/16, promos 24 hr. FM "Q-999" (BW)
1:15 CKFJ OH carries "NHM Toronto Maple Leafs" games (BW)
1:15 KGZQ OH noted Eting @ 1000-1500 on 1/25-25 & 26, mostly OC, some ID's. (JW)
11:00 WDBJ TX Anig w/ WR, started 1/15...(NZ)

Radio Changes:
1170 KFDB ND to 5/1/76
11:00 KHAM NV jumps to 7/31/76
11:00 WDBJ TX to 7/6/76
11:00 WDBJ TX to 7/12/76
1120 K520 NY to 7/14/76

APLICATIONS:
1000 WHIR MI seeks increase day power to 500 watts
1060 WHIR MI seeks 5,000 watts days, & 2500 watts CH
1060 WYCV FL seeks increase day power to 50KW
1050 K520 TX seeks increase in power to 2,5KW change freq. to 1100KHz
1140 WIXC IN seeks increase in power to 5KW days, & 2,5KW CH.
1250 KYAC WA seeks add 5KW DA-N during hours of K520 operation.
REPORTERS:

Starr
Jerry Starr

Silly
John Stillman

PD
Frank Puter

NZ
Neal Zink

Dr. Tom
Tom Williamson

BW
Bruce Winkelman

BV
Brian Vernon

FS
Frank Stiles

Semko
George Semko

MFO
Mike O'Shea

PCH
Paul Mount

dm
Chuck Button

RS
Ross Ransch

RJE
Russ Edmund

JWB
Joe Brauner

RA
Ray Arruda

HNB
mynself

Emhub,Oh
Girard,Oh
Lincoln,Ne
Queen,On
Greenboro,NC
Vancouver,BC
Buffalo,NY
Buffalo,NY
Teaneck,NJ
Decatur,GA
Madison,WI
HQ-land
Paxtutawney,PA
New Bedford,MA
Girard,Oh

HQ180 & loop
HQ180 & loop
HQ180 SW/Sony TMP 715W
HQ180 SW/HSX130 LW
HQ180 & 111' loop
DX150 S M
HQ180 Loop/ HX145 loop
SX99 LW/ AX215 loop
SX122/ Realistic TRF/ SM
HQ180 & very poor loop
B-888 Loop LW's
HQ180 Loop
HQ180 Loop

RADIO BIBLE CLASS MW Station List

All listings are for local time Sunday unless otherwise stated.

ALABAMA

Firmingham WECG 960 7:30am
Gadsden WAXX 1770 7:30am
Mobile WMYT 1210 9:00am
Mobile WMOO 1550 1:30pm
Montgomery WBAI 740 7:30am

ARKANSAS

Harrison KHZB 900 1:00pm
Little Rock KAYJ 1090 8:30am
Siloam Springs KVOA 1290 9:00am

CALIFORNIA

Dinuba KEQD 1130 2:00pm
Lodi KEVR 1170 Sat 9:00am
Long Beach KEHR 1390 Sat 10:00am
Los Angeles KMPC 710 7:30am
Mendota KEBA 710 7:30am
Fresno KEWJ 930 8:30am
Redding KVTG 540 3:30pm
Sacramento KRAK 1140 8:00am
San Francisco KFAX 1100 Sat 9:30am
Santa Cruz KSJO 1080 7:30am
Weisco KSJO 1090 8:30am

COLORADO

Denver KOA 850 11:00pm
Denver KERS 990 Sat 10:00am
Fort Collins KPOL 1110 Sun 1:00pm
Fruita KFEL 970 1:00pm

CONNECTICUT

New Britain WRTJ 840 8:30am

DELAWARE

Wilmington WDEL 1150 8:00am

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Washington WAMU 1220 Sat 10:30am
Washington WPGC 980 8:00am

FLORIDA

Port Myers WINK 1040 8:30am
Jacksonville WAXR 550 8:00am

FLORIDA cont.

LARGO

PLANT CITY

PRAGUE
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FLORIDA cont.

LARGO

PLANT CITY

PRAGUE
### MONTANA
- Belgrade: KOYW 630 8:00am
- Billings: KURL 730 9:00am
- Glendive: KLNE 590 7:30am
- Great Falls: KGMN 560 8:00am
- Kalispell: KBZ 600 8:00am

### NEBRASKA
- Columbus: KJKE 900 Sat 9:00am
- North Platte: KJLT 970 Wed 11:30am
- Seward: KNEB 960 11:00am

### NEW MEXICO
- Albuquerque: KREM 1000 7:30am Sat
- Albuquerque: KOB 770 8:00am

### NEW YORK
- Binghamton: WSKG 1260 7:30am
- Buffalo: WGRF 1260 7:00am
- Elmira: WELU 1280 7:00am
- Houghton: WHHT 1280 7:00am
- Jamestown: WJTN 1280 7:00am
- New York: WOR 710 7:00am
- Rochester: WHAM 1180 7:30am
- Schenectady: WNYT 870 9:00am
- Troy: WHAZ 1230 7:30am
- Watertown: WATN 1240 8:00am

### NORTH CAROLINA
- Black Mtn.: WPFW 1020 1:00pm
- Charlotte: WBT 1110 8:30am
- Denver: WTV 1110 11:30am
-Durham: WDUN 620 8:30am
-Hickory: WEKY 1290 9:00am
-High Point: WPIT 1070 11:30am
-Mt. Airy: WPA 1240 7:30am
-Raleigh: WPFR 660 7:00am
-Wilmingon: WPLL 590 10:00am

### NORTH DAKOTA
- Fargo: KFPO 900 1:30pm
- Minot: KMMT 1320 8:00am

### OHIO
- Akron: WAKR 1190 8:00am
- Canton: WDLU 1190 7:30am
- Cincinnati: WWRO 1190 8:00am
- Columbus: WCMU 920 8:30am
- Mansfield: WMAN 1190 9:00am
- Middletown: WWAP 1190 10:00am
- Toledo: WSPD 1270 10:30am
- Youngstown: WKTR 570 7:30am

### OKLAHOMA
- Hobart: KJJS 1120 7:30am
- Oklahoma City: KKBG 890 8:30am
- Tulsa: KVNO 1170 7:30am

### YAKIMA, WA
- Ellensburg: KEGG 1020 7:30am
- Pasco: KGNC 1030 7:30am
- Richland: KMLI 1040 7:30am
1230
KORT-1D SCH: 0600(0900 Sat, Sun)
Net: M
1240
KWYF-1D SCH: 0700(0900-2100)
Net: M
1250
NCA-1D SCH: 0530-0630(1200)
Net: M
1260
WXG-1D SCH: 0700-0900
1270
WDF-1D SCH: 24 hrs NSP SP:MM -0500
Net: M
1280
WOFA-1D SCH: 0700-0900
1290
KFQX-1D SCH: 0700-0900-0300
Net: M
1300
KBDV-LA SCH: 24 hrs NSP
Net: M
1310
KLIX-1D SCH: 0700(0800 Sat, 0900 Sun)-0302
Net: M
1320
WHQ-1D SCH: 24 hrs NSP
Net: M
1330
KPH-KS SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM 0200-0700
Net: M
1340
KORL-1D SCH: 24 hrs NSP
Net: M
1350
KORT-1A SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM -0500
Net: M
1360
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs NSP
Net: M
1370
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM -0500
Net: M
1380
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs NSP
Net: M
1390
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM -0500
Net: M
1400
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs NSP
Net: M
1410
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM -0500
Net: M
1420
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs NSP
Net: M
1430
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM -0500
Net: M
1440
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs NSP
Net: M
1450
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM -0500
Net: M
1460
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs NSP
Net: M
1470
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM -0500
Net: M
1480
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs NSP
Net: M
1490
KORL-1A SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM -0500
Net: M

FACILITIES:

1500
KSTP-MN SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM 0400-0600
Net: M
1510
KSOM-MN SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM 0400-0600
Net: M
1520
WXAF-1D SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM 0400-0600
Net: M
1530
WXK-1D SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM 0400-0600
Net: M
1540
WXK-1D SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM 0400-0600
Net: M
1550
WXK-1D SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM 0400-0600
Net: M
1560
WXK-1D SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM 0400-0600
Net: M
1570
WXK-1D SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM 0400-0600
Net: M
1580
WXK-1D SCH: 24 hrs SP:MM 0400-0600
Net: M

THE FAMOUS CAPT GLOTZ
HERE WITH YOU AGAIN,
WOULD LIKE TO REMIND
EVERY-ONE TO SUPPORT
THE SECTIONS IN
DX-N

73's
THE 1976 NRC LOUISVILLE CONVENTION

September 3-6, Holiday Inn Southeast, Interstate 264 at US Hwy 31E

COST
Registration is $15. Covers cost of meeting rooms, hospitality room, beer, soft drinks and banquet.

Rooms are $15 single, $20.50 twin or double and $22.50 triple (plus tax). Room assignments will be made by the Convention Committee unless you make arrangements with us in advance. Prices subject to change.

WHEN TO REGISTER
The sooner the better, but not later than August 8, 1976. Send completed registration form to the address listed.

HOW TO GET HERE
Louisville is centrally located, so getting to the city is easy. If you plan to use public transportation, reserve your seats early, since many people travel over the Labor Day weekend.

By Car: From the East or Northeast, take I-64 or I-71 to I-264 West (Waterson Expressway), then to Bardstown Road South (US 31E), one block to the Inn on left. From the North or South on I-65, take I-264 East to Bardstown Road South. From the West on I-64, follow I-264 East to Bardstown Road South.

By Air: Convention HQ is just 3½ miles from the airport. List your arrival time and flight number on your registration form so we can have transportation waiting on arrival, or you can use the courtesy phone for airport limo courtesy of the Inn.

By Bus/Train: Write "arrive by bus," etc., on your registration form and we'll supply information.

PROGRAM
There will be something happening almost all the time, from DX sessions with the beverage, to speakers, station tours, the auction, DX quizzers and general social sessions to compare reception, receivers and stations. We'll have an interesting speaker for the Saturday night buffet banquet, Louisville is rolling out the red carpet for the NRC, with lots of beer, soft drinks and a place to gather until the wee hours.

AUCTION ITEMS
Bring your auction items with you, send them with someone else or mail them to the convention address.

SHARE A RIDE
Why drive alone to Louisville when you can share the trip and driving costs with other DXers? We'll be glad to match up those wishing to carpool. Just send us your name, address, when and where you plan to come from, and if driving, how many you can take. Let's know early. As added incentive, the largest carpool will receive a case of Louisville's finest--Falls City Brew!

QUESTIONS
If you still have questions about the Convention, send them to the LADS at the address listed. We'll get one of our highly-trained expert individuals to take off his headphones long enough to answer you.

OREGON
Albany 790 SAT 9:00am
Brookings KURY 9:00am
Grants Pass KAJO 8:00am
Klamath Falls KAGO 8:30am
Medford KDOV 1:30pm
Portland KFDO 8:00am
Roseburg KGEN 12:00

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown WSAN 11:30
Altoona WTBA 12:00
Apollo WALV 9:00am
Chester WVCC 10:30am
Couderstown WFRM 9:00am
Danville WFDM 8:00am
Harrisburg WHF 9:00am
Martinsburg WBN 11:30
Montrose WFEL 12:00
Philadelphia WJHE 11:30
Pittsburgh WFIT 7:00pm
Roaring Spring WXM 13:00
Williamsport WIMQ 9:00am

RHODE ISLAND
Providence WELAN 7:30am

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia WQXL 11:30
Florence WJX 9:00am
Greenville WNU 12:30

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls KNW 12:30

TENNESSEE
C agreement WPRW 12:00
Chattanooga WDOD 13:00
Jackson WJJS 15:00
Jamestown WJIS 12:00
Johnson City WJIS 12:00
Knoxville WJIS 12:00

TEXAS
Corpus Christi KYCTA 10:30
Dallas KLX 11:00
Denver KYBO 8:30am
Lubbock KFBO 7:30am
San Antonio KDRY 11:00
San Antonio WOAI 9:00am

UTAH
Ogden KANN 9:00am

VIRGINIA
Ashland WIFE 11:30
Bristol WMEG 9:00am
Danville WDVA 12:00
Harrisonburg WSV 12:30
Lynchburg WLMG 12:00
Norfolk WJAR 7:00am
Richmond WRVA 11:00
Roanoke WSLC 11:00

WASHINGTON
KARI 11:00
KONA 11:00
KEDN 6:00am
KMW 11:00
KMB 11:00
KUEN 11:00
KBB 11:00

WEST VIRGINIA
Belleville WJLS 11:00
Charleston WCHS 11:00
Clerksburg WDDX 7:00am
Wheeling WYVA 11:00

WISCONSIN
Appleton WHBY 12:30
Lacrosse KWTY 9:00am
Wausau WSAU 5:00am

WISCONSIN
Alberta CPW 7:00am
Camrose CDY 9:00am
Drumheller CDY 9:00am

NOVA SCOTIA
Sydney CJGS 12:00

ONTARIO
Owen Sound CPDS 5:00am
St. Thomas CHTO 6:00am
Toronto CKFH 11:00
Woodstock CKOX 13:00

QUEBEC
Sherbrooke CKTS 9:00am

FRANK EDWARD ISLAND
Charlottetown CFGR 6:00am

SASKATCHEWAN
Estevan CEG 9:00am
Regina KENG 9:00am
Saskatoon CEG 9:00am
Weyburn CPSL 9:00am

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Charlottetown CEG 9:00am

JOHNSTON CITY WJIS 12:00
Knoxville WSAT 12:00
La Follette WLAF 12:00
Memphis WJBO 8:00am
Nashville WSM 6:00am
Nashville WGM 15:00

ONTARIO
St. John CHJS 11:00

DALLAS KRLD 10:00
Houston KUHL 8:00am
Lubbock KFBO 7:30am
San Antonio KDRY 11:00
San Antonio WOAI 9:00am

SASKATCHEWAN
Estevan CEG 9:00am
Regina CEG 9:00am
Saskatoon CEG 9:00am
Weyburn CPSL 9:00am
Wayne Heinen - 1028 Pike Drive - Colorado Springs, Colorado - 80904
I've gotten getting DX in here and there. I 1/ 15 KHC-980 u/ KMBZ w/Mor 1:15-1:35. KPOH-1370 new AN pest here announces 24 hours, 8:00 am to 9:30 pm. Few IBS 3:30-7:30 pm. KXK-970 w/35-7:00 am. WRJ w/35-7:00 am. WRJ w/ 9:00 am to 9:30 am. Second try for a verve on this one. I've been working the NA Convention c/w - that's the closest I'll get this year. (Shucks, Wayne, you thought you'd make it. Wayne Heine, station manager in person this year! - EEC) 1/18 KTRM-990 AN w/7:00-7:30 pm and 9:00-9:30 pm and on KMBZ w/7:00-7:30 pm. Earlier, KAA-1500 for report also AWing w/c-1500, weak & distorted signal here. MM 1:19, no TESTS made it here this AN. KXK-1340 r/t 1:05- 1:20, KSH-990 1:30-1:45 w/Mor on AN, KHOS-940 AN w/1:44-1:54 pm, WSIX- 980 on ET/TT 1:56-2:05 pm. Double report on ET/TT/WSK EKKE-1540 2:05- 2:15 pm, also KXK-1450 c/u, same time. KRM-1550 2:45-2:55 pm c/t 3:00-3:00 pm. Double reports again to KWPX-950 & KXK-990 on c/0 3:30-4:05 pm. New verve here: 3:00 RMR-1260, GAT-1270. W/0 on station px postcard GFRN-1260. Both CHAT & GFRN returned the times I sent in lieu of $6 Canadian stamps. See you all later. 73.

John S. Bowker - 202 Wehrein Park - Valparaiso, Indiana. 219-464-6664
Howdy y'all! DX sure has been interesting the past couple of days. For the first time in years, KMBZ-950 legged 1/12. KSTP legged 1/16 2:10-2:25 w/35. KXK-990 legged (any relation, hi) - 960, this one is becoming a pest. (EEC or WRJ? - EEC) 1/17 WPRC, Greenville, S.C. legged for the second time, 3:25-3:30. KFXH legged 3:40-3:45. KSO legged 3:45-3:50, first time for this one, they can leave the air. MSU TEST heard 1:19. I heard a nice talk with the announcer about WNAM in Dover, W.J. Seems he used to work there - poor fellow! I heard KEXL s/off @ 1/17 EST TX tone. WPTF yes for the first time out here in Indy, 7 W/2 full service radio 61. I closed up a lot of AN's this week. WNO, WAM, TEST & WOCB stamped my card and sent it back. As I type this, I'm trying for the WBM TEST on 1420. I thought I heard them @ 3 GST, but KH is destroying them! The two TESTS on 1090 seem unlikely w/off 7 w/10w power & 2,000 miles to cover, but I'll give them the old college try! My totals now stand at 1,382 heard, 976 taped and 32 verified. That's about it for new, as they say in Old Saybrook, Conn. "WILT" - "We Live In New." 73, 88.

Mike Levinton - 5509 Halpine Place - Rockville, Maryland - 20851
This will be my last mailing from here. I'm moving back to the San Francisco area as a government job transfer finally came through. I regret that you're leaving the Washington, D.C. area, hi. I will be driving to Atlanta around 1/18 for a job-related conference, and from there across the country to the Y. I may be able to get in a little DXing on the trip, as I'm taking a Sony TFM-1600 along. Publication of my N.C. Outer Banks articles was very much appreciated - looks like a lot of N.O. members will be interested in suggesting ideas. I've been experimenting with the phased two-loop system, hoping to come up with some methods for systematic instead of trial-and-error application. Initial results look pretty good that may still need work before we have something workable. In other words I've been dealing with an induction coil antenna built from a 12" ferrite bar (like used in the 2M-2) for use with the Sony TFM-1600 or other portable with internal ferrite antenna. The antenna will fit inside a suitcase easily, & it can be used to boost the gain of the radio's internal antenna as well as to scared an option for a mini-phased loop system. 73s. BAD NEWS, MISTERS! NO "DX NEWS" NEXT WEEK - BUT WE'LL SEE YOU IN 14! - EEC.
DAVE SCHMIDT - 42 Chelwneke Read - Castle Hills - New Castle, Pa. 17720
Here's something maybe a few of us can work together on, especially ones who are being plagued with a high level of fluorescent light interference. As a group, we've sent a letter and made a Commission that the manufacturers of these lights be required to make them noiseless, so they do not generate ANY interference. My SSB DXing IS VERY LIMITED to the days the light is off, so that will put me at just about a N1 level until it gets repaired. I spoke with the neighborhood, and nothing has been done as of this writing (1/21) even though I was afraid it was going to be replaced soon. The noise from this light wiped out the band from 540 up to 1680 new. To what's been heard:
1/18 - WNMW-1490 Meadville, PA. 1:44am @ 975 W/N, no interference, no voice.
1/19 - WRJR-1330 Fort Pierce, FL. 2:28am /c/w and ads for "Barry Reed's Auto Plaza, at U.S. 1 & 81 in Davenport, Ft. Pierce."
I have just started to call DXing yet since 12/15/19, WO4K-Miss. 1/2, EKCI Celn. on ET/11, seems like a nice verale. WO3K-1490 Good Friday 1/12. In light of things, I can make F. Wexw for much help in getting started in DXing. (Did you charge him for that visit? E1-ERG) 73s & great DX to all! (Welcome to the Mosing Doctor!) Please check in here often! - ERG

STAN MORSS - Route 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts - 01330
1/14 - A 1450 sigill @ WMAA top deg tenight. 1570 had a German @ 4:45 equal to CKLM at times - pips at 5pm & continued in German, sa troblesly. E. Germany & net local. Hope tape is good enough for D/D to ID: Then DXed German on 1560 & 560 in the mud. WYIN/WFIL doing fine on 560 & I'm held, WGAN on 562 @ 5pm - I hope they stay there - I'll look for WANN tomorrow. 1/15 - FCC net strong on 1250 @ 5pm, weakening towards 9:45 & out by 10, net sure, but PGRM & 560 on 1250 & WMAA on 1250 with some DX. (Was it for me?) Yes....I've just made which is a first for me....
1/16 - WJTL-1200 Ocean City N. J. a rare one, @ 4:53 e/all on frequency, WAGR after 5, both unam. Then to CHRM & six stations IDed in an hour, but no WAKI as usual. Verifies, CHRM & WBMA, both Xerox & W5RR on 1/c, GM & 560 on 1250. This is my first report from Mass. since call change 9/1. 1/16 - KARR-1560 Aberdeen perfect loud DX 1250 21:30m except for CKLM slap. No sign of Jepko on KSL/WBYL/WHAS, but I guess he is off SM's anyhow - all on local programs. (Right, Stan - he's off SM & on only KSL & WBMA - ERG) 1/17 - WAGR having fun at the lost DX scene. WMAQ-704 on 1200, nice signal & a good commercial-sounding DX, asking for reports to a Comm. address to 2 s/old; said on again Mon. WPD-1400 apparently AN-7. (Was it for me?) Answers QSO, on 1340 for rich IDed stations including Jepko. WMAQ-704 on 1200, nice signal & 560 on 1250. I'm not sure what is going on with the Q4 on 1250, hope to have more info. (Might be useful to know the station names.)

I've been trying to tune him in. Silent One. It's been a while since I used to listen to Silent One. I'm trying to get an even duty & night @ 5:45am EST, but remember that is 2:45 here on the west. I was home in Davenport, Iowa for a few days ending 1/10. I used my new realist TRF for great results. CHAT for a while last night and my enlistment has been renewed again this year, as was American NW. Totals as of 1/12: Decentral 50, Foreign 34, 41 states heard, 27 verified, seven counties heard, three verified. Gear is now a Realistic TRF as main RX, Realistic Patrelton 10 & 18 for backup. My wife & I (C/W) are coming down the snowstorm & probably won't be back up till Sept. This is my first & last in '74. When I went to Alaska for an operation I listened to the radio every free time I had. I'm trying to get an article together about it but sometimes the DX notes were written in a book by the railroad. Was able to see the Duty ]KG in the broadcast. That was most valuable as it had several Oriental, HR Marine Corps probably be back by now; I, a corporal, can't get it back for a year at least. So it's not for good with the info. Any-who can get the QSO or QTH please write me. Any Radian/Star Trek fans write too. May everyone in NRC get a 100% increase in totals during '76. And, as they say on Channel 10, "1's & 18's"

DR. ROBERT MENDELSOHN - 46 Schenck Avenue - Great Neck, New York - 11021
I've been an NRC member since 10/74, as far as I'm aware of. I'm 39, a college professor & student, with an SM-2 & LM. 1/19 - WMBD-1260 Tremont, WV. 17:00: "Serving the Trim-county area, WUSD." SUNY, N.Y., P.a. cd 10:50 AM "NO DX on the air, local DX on the net, 24 hours a day on SUNY," then c/w, CE5O-790. Sudbury rr from 12126 to fadeout @ 1235m, mentions of a contest - "write to 360, CE5O." WAKR-1590, Akron, 1:04am blasting in after WQWQ (Nendelsen) s/off r/w, many I.Ds & phone number for report "Helinet - 270-9598," WMWQ-1490 Meadville, Pa. out of the mess @ 1:44am @ religio-graph program - Rabbi from Jewish Theological Seminary, & IA @ 1:50 as "WMBD & KZEE-FM," "WGNG-1290 Deer Park," "The Mike Lynn (di) show W/r, & IA as "At the top of the dial, KGRO." WARM-1330 Fort Pierce, 2:28am c/w & ads for "Barry Reed's Auto Plaza, at U.S. 1 & 81 in Davenport, Ft. Pierce." I have just started to call DXing yet since 12/15, WO4K-Miss. 1/2, EKCI Celn. on ET/11, seems like a nice verale. WO3K-1490 Good Friday 1/12. In light of things, I can make F. Wexw for much help in getting started in DXing. (Did you charge him for that visit? E1-ERG) 73s & great DX to all! (Welcome to the Mosing Doctor!) Please check in here often! - ERG

RALPH WALKER - 4824 South First Street - Arlington, Virginia - 22204
I have some notes on International Reply Coupons. IRCs are available at any first class P.O. for 42c (unconscionably high). In '75 they were 25c & before that, 22c. They are "exchangeable in any country of the UPU for stamps representing the postage for a letter..." sent by surface to a foreign country. When the long awaited series of IRCs issued the UPU neglected to write any reg being concerned redemption of the old ones but all old ones will be honored at the same valuation as new ones till 12/31/77. NO series has ever been discontinued & currently series from 1911-1919 is available. However you may redeem them in the country where purchased at a small discount. In the U.S. these are redeemable for 1½ less than face value (in stamps). The postmark for the following P.O. is optional but U.S. P.O.'s are instructed to use it. Be certain it is in the proper place. Not sure about anything in this, but I'm considering trying to get some of their manuals. My source is Ed Waker, a U.S.P.S. HQ expert on international mail at 202-245-4518. I will send ten 26c U.S. IRCs to the first eight nearby & the first four friendly stations who send me an "SASE & check for 25c." I think you will find that IRC has reprint of how to modify SPR-4 selectivity. If you don't have a list of their reprints, get one. They're good. As they say in Lowell, Mass.: "WKLH - we love INDEED.B Est."
HARRY J. HAYES - Star Route Box 226-C, Gouldsboro, Penn. - 18424

GX seem to be getting worse every day here for domestic DXing, although there have been some fine openings into SA. One of those openings took place on 1/21 @ 7pm when I tuned in. I heard no definite IDs, but the whole band was open with strong signals to SA while domestic DX was weak. I'm pretty sure I had R. Rubenso-670 & XERGN was probably the one giving W7 a hard time, as he was running 100 W, pm, 215 pm had returned to normal. I have a worrying station problem here, caused by some unk source. There seems to be some Auroral GX tonight, 1/23, as it is 6:05pm & W6KJW didn't fade in yet. Now the DX: 1/10, 5:00pm, W1HJG 750 W/ & f/0 & prom. to 93.5 FM. 5:15-2/1300, 2350 Fl, fair, pattern changing, 1st time I ever heard several S0-50 RX tonight, all the action on FM. 1/12-1360 local WICK-1400 w/r & soul. I wonder when they adopted that format? 1/15-1900, HJH 1400 noted stop domestic w/march mx. & R. Nacional ID's. 12/12, KEE-730 Mexico, which no ID, for some time. 1/18-0900, 0100 WJR-1060 format, a hot hatch on channel 6. At 6pm, WLJ Tenn. & WXY Ala. showed up on 1580. 1/16-2/1900, good GX toward Boston this afternoon w/ WOG-1060 & WILD-1090 snowing up at 3:45. WOG was still WILD was soul. 1/18-1850, HJHJ-1040 Bogota, w/upbeat mx. & Caracas mentioned many times. R. Super ID heard 1/19-0600, WJH-1720 GQ w/f & w/ID. 1200-1400 Unid. W. Mundo Osds on 1600 @ 5:30pm. Does WUNR have SS programming at this time? 73. (Yes, they do, Harry - ERG)

ED GERRINGER - 482 Graduate House West - West Lafayette, Indiana - 47906

Fair AU GX last week produced some interesting results. R. Belize came in well on several nights, & often was noted @ 0250 s/off w/ their evangelistic National Prayer with background music of Florida, (11) folio by National Anthem & WGC. At 1210 on 12/10 on 1500, a Mexican was doing his usual s/w ID (now slightly stronger) and noted that WM4 was the best ID of the season: R. Caracas-750, XECO-1000, R. Clarin-860. At 1:10, Ondas del Caribe c/u WJWY at 1010 s/off. WSVL ET noted at 1:05 11/19 w/ "Dixie" repeated over & over. Interesting SSB DX on 1570: 11/17 KFKN w/ Ac RX & s/off @ 7pm. 1/10 @ 1155 WPGS. My RX is still Grand Tr 350 A/F portable. But I'm still in the market for something better. Note to John Arthur: “The Big X” on 1210 was most likely NOTIVE. Want to hear them for two hours when I was home on 1/10 and heard them ID as “Mex & More - WIKMN”, occasionally “The Big 1210” but not “The Big X”. Format was soft rock, if that helps.

RAY ARRUDA - 48 Woodlawn Street - New Bedford, Massachusetts - 02744

Entry #1,000 was placed in the logbook on 1/19 in the form of WHS-1430 Bluefield, W.Va. As I write this I'm two short of 500 verified w/about 18 reports out. Verifying is becoming an expense as the postal rate continue to rise, like everything else. Most recent verifications are: WAW-740 CKSW-1090 WPTN-1240 XMN-1360 DBL-1520 & WAAG-1560. Some recent DX, all times A.M. 1/23-1258-2:10, acting on a tip from Frank Dixey I logged WBO-740 on FV w/TT/ID's & some c/w but later found the reports out of 2/4 XEXL also had problems. 1/9/11 weak on pp mixing with Mexican, 1:03-1560 W/O/TT & one voice ID @ 1:23. MM 1/13 was OK: 1100-1210 both c/w from WBO & WMC & WRY-1470 were heard their frequencies. WDEL-1150 was briefly atop @ 1235-12:35-13:37 for s/off & RA. WSN-860-TEST heard weakly w/Mexican 1155-2 s/ID at home on 1/18, then again on 2/18 with more attendance. 2/18-13:38. UnID on 1505 2:27-2:55 plus w/ Varying T's & 00, quite loud at times. W0R? KH8-1230-TEST was copied 2:57-3:08 just about covering WAAR. They ran a good TEST w/ repeated voice & code ID's w/march mx. & W2X, 1/10-12:00 W/F w/strong WOR to contend with. I noted continuous TT w/a partial voice repetition @ 3:24. TESTS from CFW-1240 & WJYJ-1260 were tried but not heard. 1260 is a tough channel here on W5X because of WZ/EW/WMN ANX.

BEAT THE NEW 15c POSTAGE BITE! SEND IN TWO MUSINGS IN ONE ENVELOPE, FOR CONSECUTIVE WEEKS! THAT'S 65c PER MUSE, WHEREAS IT USED TO BE 100c EACH! STICK TO 30 LINES, & PLEASE DOUBLE SPACE. SEND IN YOUR VERIE SIGNERS TOO.
JOHN R. SALLY - 29925 Truman Avenue - Wickliffe, Ohio - 44092

Hi all y'all! I re-wired my loop in a different way since last Muse in hope of better results. It seems to have worked. My BCB QRM has been around much more than usual lately, jampering DX. To my horror, there are now three kinds of QRM on BCB here that haunt my speakers. I rarely find the band peaceful & quiet. Even if this BCB QRM isn't strong enough to jam on the receivers, at least it is interfering with my new loop, which I have been building for some time now. I have been building it so I could extend my DX range to the N & W sides of town. Their coming on the air & eventual demise were not being noted, I am sure. I will very much appreciate any corrections or criticism from any of my older members who might have anything to add or change.

(Continued Next Issue)